
Unleash epic fan power
Get more out of whatever you’re hooked on with Samsung Galaxy S21 FE 5G, the phone that helps you enjoy the activities 
you heart the most.

All-Day Intelligent Battery
Get the power you need for the activities you heart the most with 
a smart battery that keeps you going all day and into the night.

Smooth and Strong Display
Get more out of your mobile experience with scrolling that’s 
bright, fast and silky smooth. Do more of what you love on a 
screen that’s super durable and easy on the eyes, whether 
you’re outside or inside — day or night.

Triple-Lens Camera with Portrait Mode
Put your fan fever on display with like-worthy photos and 
portraits every time, shot on an easy-to-use multi-lens camera.

30x Space Zoom with Zoom Lock
Too far? No such thing with 30x Space Zoom.* Get more 
stability with Zoom Lock, and keep your focus. 

Night Mode
Because life happens even in low light. Night Mode lets 
you capture epic after-hours photos, no matter where 
you are or what time of the day. The dark is no longer 
a photo deal-breaker.

Ecosystem
Get more out of the activities you love the most when 
you connect Galaxy S21 FE 5G with Buds2 and Watch4.

*30x Space Zoom includes digital zoom, which may cause some image deterioration. Image simulated. 5G connection and availability may vary; check with carrier. Color availability may vary depending on carrier.
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Features All-Day Intelligent Battery
Super-Fast Charging
Fast processing with 5G compatibility
Smooth and Strong Display
Triple-Lens Camera w/ Portrait Mode
Enhanced Video w/ Dual Recording
Single Take AI
Night Mode
4K Video Snap
30x Space Zoom w/ Zoom Lock

Display 6.4" FHD+ Dynamic AMOLED 2X¹
120Hz Refresh Rate

Battery All-Day Intelligent Battery — 4,500mAh²
Super-Fast Charging — 25W³
Wireless Charging — 15W⁴
Wireless PowerShare⁵

Rear camera Main: 12MP / Dual Pixel, AF, OIS, F1.8 
Ultra Wide: 12MP (F2.2)
Telephoto: 8MP 3x Optical Zoom
 30x Space Zoom (F2.4)

Processor Qualcomm Snapdragon 888
Octa-core (1 x 2.84GHz + 3 x 2.42GHz + 
4 x 1.80GHz)

Front camera 32MP Selfi e Camera (F2.2) Dimensions 74.5mm x 155.7mm x 7.9mm

Memory 6GB RAM | 128GB
8GB RAM | 256GB⁶

OS Android™ 12
Samsung One UI 4.0

5G ready Sub6 / mmWave

¹Display measurements are diagonal, and actual viewable area is less due to rounded corners and camera hole punch. ²Typical value tested under third-party lab condition. Rated (minimum) capacity is less. For more information, please visit www.samsung.com. Based 
on average battery life under typical usage conditions. Average expected performance based on typical use. Actual battery life depends on factors such as network, features selected, frequency of calls, and voice, data, and other application usage patterns. Results may 
vary. ³Charger not included; use only Samsung-approved chargers and cables; do not use any worn or damaged chargers or cables; incompatible charger or cable can cause serious injuries or damage to your device. ⁴Wireless charger sold separately. ⁵PowerShare works 
with most Qi-Certifi ed devices. Requires minimum 30% battery to share. Speed and power effi ciency of charge varies by device. May not work with some accessories, covers or other manufacturer's devices. If you have trouble connecting or charging is slow, remove any 
cover from each device. May affect call reception or data services, depending on your network environment. ⁶ 8GB RAM | 256GB is for graphite color only.
© 2022 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung word and design and Galaxy S are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 5G connectivity requires 5G network; see carrier. Use only in accordance with law. Screen images are simulated. Appearance of device may vary.


